Upgrade your
business with
an instant tax
write-off
Could your business benefit from
a more efficient packing system?
What if we told you that the
system was an instant tax
write-off also?

Phone: (07) 3822 3811
How could a semi-automated
PacStation benefit your business?

Meet the semi-automated
PacStation.

More info?

A semi-automated PacStation with its semi-automatic carton erecting,
manual product placement and fully automatic tape sealing, is a great first
step towards total packing automation. You may, at first, believe your
business does not yet require a PacStation due to its small size or the
manual help you receive from friends and family members with packing
your items. You should, however, consider the time and manpower you
waste hand erecting cartons and think about how that time and energy
could be better utilised elsewhere in your business. Just think of how you
could better spend your time if you dramatically reduce your carton
packing! You could contact new clients, develop new marketing ideas or
even just have some time to relax!
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INSTANT TAX WRITE OFF

DELIVERS FAST ROI

For more information about
investing in a semi-automated
PacStation and its tax benefits, do not
hesitate to contact a member of the
PacPro team today, why wait to advance
your business?
We have the expert knowledge to help
you improve the efficiency of your
business and the quality of your
packing.

PERFECT PARTNER

Good news, the threshold for instant asset
write-off has been extended to June 2020,
meaning assets that are purchased for less than
$30,000 can be claimed as an instant tax write off.

A semi-automated Tape Sealing PacStation
delivers a fast return on investment, so don't
worry you can expect to see a return in as little as
3 to 6 months!

If you are a small business currently hand erecting
cartons yourself, a semi-automated PacStation
will make the perfect addition to your business
operations.

If you purchase multiple semi-automated
PacStations, then providing each purchase falls
under the relevant threshold, all the assets will be
suitable for a tax write-off, benefitting both your
pocket and your business.

Although the financial payoff may take a few
months, you can expect to see other benefits of
the semi-automated PacStation instantly such
as packaging that looks more professional and
can be produced much more efficiently.

The machine itself takes up around 6 metres of
floor space and has been designed on castors,
meaning it can be conveniently moved between
multiple packing lines, or pushed against a wall or
into a storage cupboard when not in use. Only one
operator is required to work the machine, making
it ideal for small businesses with a limited number
of employees.
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